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ORIGINAL NOVA work light – now in an even better and new generation. NOVA 
3K C+R is a universal all-round work light both rechargeable and with cable 
(DUAL SYSTEM) providing you endless application possibilities in every working 
environment. 

The sturdiness of the new NOVA 3K C+R makes it endure the rough, wet and 
dirty environment at the construction site, and can be used for outdoor work 
under all kinds of weather conditions. The unique COB LED technology delivers 
extremely high light output, with a uniform and completely even illumination. 
The CRI value is close to that of daylight, and the NOVA housing is made of a 
robust diecasted aluminum, resistant to strong strokes, shocks and vibration – 
perfect for a working environment.  

The new NOVA design is elegant, with an integrated carrying handle and a new 
stand for direct mounting on the SCANGRIP TRIPOD. The new light dimmer 
function makes it possible to adjust the light into five levels. An intelligent 
display for battery capacity and remaining operating time is available on the 
backside.  

NOVA 3K C+R 
Outstanding 3000 lumen COB LED work light 
with DUAL SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
High efficiency COB LED 
5000 lux@0.5m 
3000 lm@100% / 2250 lm@75% / 
1500 lm@50% / 750 lm@25% /  
300 lm@10% 
1-14h Operation time 
2h Charging time 
5m cable / 2x0,75mm2 H05RN-F 
100-240V AC - 50/60Hz 
IP67 
IK07 
Weight: 2.2 kg 

The DUAL SYSTEM provides you with the freedom to use the lamp where you 
need it. For instance in remote areas with limited or no access to electricity 
or with unstable power supply. On the NOVA 3K C+R, DUAL SYSTEM has been 
improved with much easier and faster fitting and detaching of the cable.
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EU DESIGN PATENT
NO. 2954123

NOVA 3K C+R 
Item no. 03.5441
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